Réunion de CMI Lausanne
Samedi le 10.5.2003
Espace Autogéré 20h00

Personnes Présentes

CMI Lausanne
	Andrea*
	JB
	Elfo
	Chema

CMI Genève
	Cicéro

CMI Munich
	Florian

Liaisons
	Adrian - Groupe Village
	Andrea - Groupe Media*
	Sergio - Correo del Sur


Grandes Lignes

- Réseau à l'école de chimie
- Réseau distribués (DROP, video, etc.)
- Infrastructure (ordinateurs, téléphones, etc.)
- Projet radio (integration dans DROP, contact avec des autres stations, stratégie générale)
- Financement
- Oulala c'village (emplacement, intégration au réseau siatis, discussions internes et avec la police)
- Stratégies de la comité anti-g8 (concerts, reculement, convergence sur la place de milan)


(en anglais pour pouvoir l'integré au texte twiki)

Réseau à l'école de chimie

The network inside the chemistry school, located north of the cathedral, should follow certain guidelines:

- Redundant: The Siatis network (leased line and wifi) is already redudant. We must explore the possibility of helping them connect other external ADSL lines to add additional redundancy.
Status: Finished, but improvements possible.

- Secure: The IMC network should have a secure connection with the Internet and with the Genevan IMC. Encrypted communications should be used. A VPN should be setup between the IMCs and the firewall should have a port filter. Secure IRC should be used (SILC, stunnel, ssh, ssl, etc.).
Status: Need to configure firewall and routers, teach people to use the secure applications.

- Stable: There should be bandwidth guarantees to the radio and video connections at least (icecast, etc.). This should be done through the router.
Status: Configure routers

- Isolated: The firewall and router can use OpenBSD, but if it's easier to install something else, then that possibility can be explored. A DHCP server can be installed inside the network for the internal computers, but the NAT should be properly configured for applications like icecast and secure irc.
Status: Install DHCP server, configure NAT, firewall and router.


Réseau distribués (DROP, video, etc.)

The DROP network needs to be restarted, and properly configured. There must be contact with similar audio projects and try to integrate them within it. Bandwidth should be found. Apart from .mp3 streaming, we should add .ogg streaming.
Contact: IMC-Audio, DROP people, Jaromil, Blicero.
Tasks: Call for bandwidth in IMC At large.
Status: Beginning

The video project was explained by Florian. They plan to use a distributed network using E-donkey (?) for file sharing. Look at Bittorrent (http://bitconjurer.org/BitTorrent/)
Status: Seems to be well on its way...

Explore "diablitos" to the EPFL network...


Infrastructure

Sergio can provide computer. Mentioned 30 CHF per computer, but needs to explore insurance question (on Monday). Substantially more powerful and complete than the alternative. Most can have CD drive and some can have USB. Linux can be installed, but we must reinstall Windows after. Other IMCs can perhaps help with hardware (Florian mentioned the British).
Status: Cost issues (Sergio) unknown, installation (Elfo, Chema on Tuesday afternoon, Correo del Sur).

The telephone lines to the Chemistry School must be installed (via wifi or landlines).
Status: Beginning

Fax, photocopiers options will be explored later, but could be available.
Status: To be decided

Integration of satellite van to the Siatis network
Status: Exploratory stage, contact both parties


Projet Radio

These are the issues that need to be discussed: Studio, content, DROP collaboration, established radio stations collaboration, transmitter installation, advertising of project.

Studio: There should be a space in the Chemistry School for it. Connected to the Internet. Servers for encoding .mp3 and Icecast distribution are present.
Status: Need to work on installation

Content: Collaborate with the video group for a call for content, ask local organizations to help out. Organize scheduling.
Status: Need to make call for content, Need to contact local groups

DROP collaboration: See above (réséau distribués). For content it should also be useful though.
Status: See above

Established radio stations: Need to contact them. Currently radiozone, couleur 3 and FB have declared interests.
Status: Much work need on this

Transmitters: One exists, needs to be improved. Limited range. Waiting for ASCII contact (Florian might know more). Try Gillo at GP also. Location for antennas still undecided (EA, Cigale?)
Status: One present, need at least two more (IMHO)

Advertising: Wait until the final moment, need to make flyers
Status: Decided. Flyer not done.


Financement

Need is currently around 3000 CHF divided the following way:

	1000 CHF	Wifi relays (may go down if we get hardware help)
	1000 CHF	Computers, network and related hardware
	1000 CHF	IMC needs (food, basics, etc.)

Definite sources:
	JB - 600 CHF
	Chema - ~300 HF

Possible Sources:
	Groupe Village might be able to provide something for their relays and network.
	Loan from the global collective, but it probably will be rejected.
	Genevan collective (They're very nice people :-) ) :

Needs might decrease if we buy wifi equipment together (GE and Lausanne) or if other IMCers bring their own.
Needs might increase because of insurance for computers.


Oulala c'village

There are location issues. The authorities rejected the Vidy site since it is inside the yellow zone. There is the possibility of placing it in the Bourdonette, but there is some discussion inside the Groupe Village (GV). They have been granted 200,000 CHF by the City of Lausanne (confirmation?). The UNIL site is also still available.
Status: Waiting on internal GV decisions, authorities.

Integrating the village within the Saitis network should be possible. Relays must be installed/expanded in Renens for the Bourdonette site. The UNIL site complicates matters due to geographic location. Siatis would like 1,000 CHF to complete the costs of the relays (they are putting 2,000 CHF into the project.
Contact: Lukas, Nicolas.
Tasks: Install relays, network (similar setup to Chemistry School), find hardware

If there is not village, sleeping quarters need to be found for IMCers (UNIL, Chemistry school, EA?).
Status: Not explored


Stratégies de la comité anti-g8

During the protests the Turtle (move forward, move back) strategy will be used. An internal security group will try to talk to violent protesters and if needed isolated. The group will include communist activists from the Turk and Kurdish communities in Lausanne. The rally point in case of problems is the Place de Milan (outside the Yellow Zone).

The expected concert venue (Vidy) is inside the Yellow Zone. Could cause problems.


--- Résumé fait par Chema, 11.5.2003 ---
